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OBJECT

“In the modern conception of the world, nature is considered as separate from
human activities, whereas in many societies this is not the case. My idea is to
show that we must go beyond this separation between the natural sciences and those of
culture to progress in our understanding of the world. »

Philippe DESCOLA

The association of the Bergeres Phonies

Works for the continuous enrichment
of the cultural and artistic life of the valley,

in connection with the different audiences that compose it.

- It thus offers workshops of artistic practices various (basketry, pottery,

welding, writing workshops ...)

- It organizes exhibitions of contemporary art in the villages ( It and They

evocation Mary Labat of peasant woman in Accous and Lescun in 2015) or

in unusual places such as nursing homes of Osse in Aspe ( New reality outcome

of a Marie Labat residence for residents of this structure in 2016)

- It finances artist residencies with schoolchildren (Marie Labat 2013,

Julien Mouroux 2019)

- It partners with local artistic projects (Un jour à Accous » in 2014 with the

Accous Foyer de Vie, "on the themes of" disability, culture and citizenship ")

Organizes a biennial festival
where she invites all audiences from here and elsewhere to revisit

her territory through an artistic approach.

- Four artists are then welcomed in residence, their works making it possible to reveal

or enhance the elements of the landscape and local heritage.

- During the three days of the festival, artistic events of all kinds (concerts,

live shows, dances, etc.) are offered for sharing or even for experimentation.

Times of exchange and reflection on the future of this territory are also organized,

the ideal being to invent together , artists and inhabitants, while getting in touch

with the “rest of the world”.
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In this context and through this new project

ARTISTIC RESIDENCE

followed by an exhibition during the festival

Les Phonies
Bergères

invite you to implement

A CREATION NATURE
ARTS

around the theme:

TRACE
(S)

The artistic committee of the Phonies Bergères will select four artists

who will be welcomed in a 10-day residence to create a work

on the site of the Hamlet of Jouers located in the town of Accous, a

mountain village in the Pyrenees.

These works will be presented by the artists

during the 8th edition of the Phonies Bergères,

from October 2 to 4 in Accous, in the hamlet of Jouers,

Aspe Valley, Pyrénées-Atlantiques

INVITATION TO RESIDENCE online: www.festival-phoniesbergeres. fr
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LOCATION

The place of residence is located in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, in the heart of the valley

Aspe in the town of Accous.

This valley connects France to Spain through

the Pyrenees. It stretches along the Gave d'Aspe. The

landscape is mountainous.

Accous was built in a part of the valley

flat and wide which is called "the valley".

This valley is surrounded by mountains, cliffs. Y

remaining traces of ancient glaciers

across the remains of glacial moraines.

Accous is located directly above the

geological border between the plate

European and the Iberian plate. The

cliffs which overhang the surroundings are

consisting mainly of limestone.

There are also around the village

ophites , witnesses of distant volcanic activity.

They are present in the mounds posed in

the valley and which are called Poeys.
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The heart of the festival is located in the hamlet of

Jouers, the Accous district crossed by the

Camino de Santiago route.

Paths, meadows, paths and hamlet square will host the different spaces

thematic of the festival: artistic workshops, reading corner, storytelling, music, corner

relaxation , listening point, palaver, places for shows and restaurants ...

The places, rich in stories and legends, are

known for their built and natural heritage :

old Romanesque chapel, stone walls,

meadows, ferns, oak wood, beech-

fir forest ...

The artistic path finds its place on an path

existing : the path of Saint- Jacques de

Compostelle.

The owners and farmers associated with

the staging provide the Phonies

Bergères with the necessary spaces.
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SPECIFICATIONS These

specifications define the artistic and technical constraints of the

projects carried out as part of this residency. Acceptance and respect of these specifications

are prerequisites for any participation of visual artists in the Phonies

Bergères.

The Phonies Bergères artistic committee will select four artists for a period

10-day residency from Friday September 25 to Sunday October 4 inclusive. They

will be welcomed on Thursday September 24 from 4 p.m. to meet the team and discover

the places.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

7 days of creation and 3 days of festival

The artists are called upon to create in situ, in the open air,

an original work that invites a new look at the landscape.

During the 10 days of residence, the artist will live in the heart of the territory, will be inspired by it and

will be able to use local resources while respecting this environment. Invitation to

awaken the senses and emotions, the creation will be able to play on different expressions :

visual, sound, tactile, olfactory ... whether in the form of installation, performance,

ephemeral achievements or, on the contrary, perennial pieces, intended to remain on their

place of creation until their presence becomes prejudicial.

We also suggest that artists can meet schoolchildren and

residents of specialized reception structures involved in the project Phonies
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Shepherdesses. These audiences will also exhibit their works on the theme and the first

day of the festival is dedicated to them. The artists will present their works to the public during

the three days of the festival and are invited to participate in the “ ” debapéro discussions on the

festival theme (scheduled for Saturday October 3 at 11:00 am).

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

AND ORGANIZATIONAL

The works are intended to be exhibited outdoors.

The projects selected must respect the environment and the safety of people. The

materials are left to the free choice of the artists insofar as they use materials

which do not harm the environment, including assemblies. The artists will have to

provide their tools necessary for the realization of the work. As far as possible , the

artistic committee of the Phonies Bergères will make itself available to the artists to facilitate

their work.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

A contract will be signed between the artist and the association Les Phonies Bergères.

Each artist is provided with a lump sum of € 1000 for the 10- residency

day - materials and tools are at his expense.

The association will cover the artist's travel costs up to 25cts

km, (distance assessed on the Mappy base, for all trips on French soil, from

the city of departure to arrival on Accous, outward and return).

The association will pay the sum , calculated under the conditions set out, upon presentation of
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a travel expense report for the artist, mentioning his Last name, First name and

address, reason for the trip, dates, places and distance traveled.

For foreign artists, the association covers the costs on presentation

of the transport tickets on a capped amount previously defined with the artist. No costs

higher than 400 euros can be reimbursed.

Accommodation and catering will be the responsibility of the organizers.

APPLICATION AND SELECTION

The projects will be studied and selected by the artistic committee of the Phonies Bergères.

It will choose the artists based on their background, their past achievements and their proposal

on the theme TRACE (S)

Closing of the deposit of the candidacy files

on June 1, 2020

The artistic committee will give its answer on July 1, 2020

Documents to send by favoring the digital format:

Email: info@festival-phoniesbergeres.fr

Mail: Association Les Phonies Bergères
Place François Sarraillé 64 490 BEDOUS

INFORMATION - CONTACTS

Association les Phonies Bergères

Place François Sarraillé 64490 BEDOUS

Nina 06 51 12 35 12 / Caroline 06 84 01 62 81
info @ festival -phoniesbergeres.fr
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